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Abstract

Two-wythes masonry walls arranged in English bond texture were often used in the past as bearing panels in seismic
area. On the other hand, earthquake surveys have demonstrated that masonry strength under horizontal actions is usually
insufficient, causing premature collapses of masonry buildings, often ascribed to out-of-plane actions. Furthermore, many
codes of practice impose for new brickwork walls a minimal slenderness, which for instance is fixed by the Italian O.P.C.M.
3431 equal to 12 for artificial bricks and 10 for natural blocks masonry.

For the above reasons, the analysis at failure of English bond brickwork walls under out-of-plane actions is a topic that
deserves consideration, despite the fact that almost the totality of the studies of masonry at failure is devoted to running
bond arrangements. Furthermore, it must be noted that an approach based on the analysis of running bond texture – in
comparison with English bond pattern – is not suitable for the investigation of the behavior of bearing panels.

In this framework, in the present paper, a Reissner–Mindlin kinematic limit analysis approach is presented for the der-
ivation of the macroscopic failure surfaces of two-wythes masonry arranged in English bond texture. In particular, the
behavior of a 3D system constituted by infinitely resistant bricks connected by joints reduced to interfaces with frictional
behavior and limited tensile/compressive strength is identified with a 2D Reissner–Mindlin plate. In this way, assuming
both an associated flow rule for the constituent materials and a finite subclass of possible deformation modes, an upper
bound approximation of macroscopic English bond masonry failure surfaces is obtained as a function of macroscopic
bending moments, torsion and shear forces.

Several examples of technical relevance are treated both at a cell level and at a structural level, addressing the differences
in terms of collapse loads and failure surfaces due to different textures and constituent laws for joints. Finally, two mean-
ingful structural examples consisting of a panel in cylindrical flexion and a masonry slab constrained at three edges and
out-of-plane loaded are discussed. A detailed comparison in terms of deformed shapes at collapse and failure loads
between a 2D FE Reissner–Mindlin limit analysis approach and a full 3D heterogeneous FE model shows the reliability
of the results obtained using the kinematic identification approach proposed.
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1. Introduction

Consolidated rules of thumbs used for centuries by European technicians suggest to prevent premature loss
of equilibrium of masonry elements subjected to horizontal loads by reducing their slenderness. Following this
principle, many codes of practice impose for new brickwork walls a minimal height/thickness ratio, which is
for instance fixed by the Italian O.P.C.M. 3431 (2005) equal to 12 for artificial bricks and 10 for natural blocks
masonry.

As a consequence, existing and new masonry structures in European seismic areas can be build in multi-
wythes thickness arrangements, being English and Flemish bond two of the most diffused patterns.

On the other hand, the inadequate resistance of brickwork under out-of-plane loads is well known. Such
actions are usually related to seismic events and represent a primary cause of failure in different typologies
of masonry, especially for historical buildings (see for instance Spence and Coburn, 1992). Related to this
problem, another relevant aspect that should be considered is the important role held by vertical compressive
membrane actions on out-of-plane strength. As a rule, in fact, vertical loads (either self weight and permanent
loads) are not negligible and increase both the ultimate out-of-plane strength and the ductility of masonry,
bringing additional complexity to the structural analyses.

Despite the considerable efforts made in the last decade for the analysis at collapse of masonry elements
out-of-plane loaded, almost the totality of these studies is devoted to running bond textures. On the contrary,
there is still a lack of knowledge concerning multi-wythes thickness walls, probably due to complexity of pos-
sible numerical models, closely related to the high number of variables involved when standard heterogeneous
FE non-linear analyses are performed. Moreover, other two important aspects of masonry at failure that pre-
clude the utilization of standard FE codes is the anisotropy (Milani et al., 2006a), closely related to the con-
stituent materials (mortar and bricks) and the bond pattern, and the limited compressive strength, which is
independent from shear strength, as demonstrated experimentally by Page (1981).

For the above reasons, the analysis at failure of English bond brickwork walls subjected to out-of-plane
actions is a topic that deserves consideration. In particular, a model based on a simplified kinematically admis-
sible homogenization approach and limit analysis seems particularly attractive, since the actual arrangement
of bricks and mortar can be considered only at a cell level.

Furthermore, a limit analysis approach requires only a reduced number of material parameters and is able
to provide as output information limit multipliers of loads, failure mechanisms and, at least on critical sec-
tions, the stress distribution at collapse (see Sutcliffe et al., 2001).

In this framework, in the present paper, a kinematic limit analysis approach in which (�a) bricks are supposed
infinitely resistant and (�b) joints are reduced to interfaces, is used in order to have a realistic prediction of the
actual behavior at failure of panels out-of-plane loaded. It is worth noting that models based on the homogeni-
zation theory have been presented under the same hypotheses by de Buhan and de Felice (1997) for in-plane
loaded walls and by Cecchi et al. (2007) for out-of-plane loaded running bond plates. In both cases, an associated
flow rule for joints was adopted, despite the fact that frictional phenomena may require the adoption of
non-associated plasticity for the constituent materials (Ferris and Tin-Loi, 2001; Orduña and Lourenço, 2005).

Nevertheless, at present, we have not at disposal theorems regarding homogenization of rigid plastic mate-
rials with non-associated flow rule, even if calculations could be carried out, given a friction and a dilation
angles for mortar, with an ‘‘effective’’ friction and associated flow rules (Drescher and Detournay, 1993).

On the other hand, the adoption of non-associated plasticity implies the lack of the uniqueness of the solu-
tion, i.e. that a multiplicity of solutions can exist for these limit analysis problems (see Begg and Fishwick,
1995). On the contrary, when associated plasticity is adopted for the constituent materials, homogenization
theory can be used in combination with limit analysis (as suggested by Suquet, 1983) for the evaluation of
the macroscopic strength domains and simple linear programming problems (easily manageable by means
of standard packages) are obtained.

Following the general procedure adopted by the authors for running bond textures (Cecchi et al., 2007), in
this paper a simple micro-mechanical model for the kinematic limit analysis of English bond walls out-of-
plane loaded under Reissner–Mindlin plate hypotheses is presented.

In analogy to what proposed for running bond textures, a 3D system of infinitely resistant bricks interact-
ing through mortar joints reduced to interfaces is identified with a rigid-plastic homogeneous and anisotropic
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Reissner–Mindlin plate. For joints, a Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with tension cut-off and compressive
limited strength is adopted. For English bond pattern, a full description of the model can be given considering
a representative volume constituted by four bricks disposed in three rows interacting with the neighbor bricks.
In order to obtain a Reissner–Mindlin equivalent plate, a sub-class of motions for the representative volume is
a-priori assumed, including horizontal and vertical flexion, torsion and out-of-plane sliding.

Then, a numerical procedure of identification between the 3D discrete Lagrangian system and a continuum
equivalent model is imposed in terms of power dissipated in the 3D discrete model and in the continuum.

Since internal dissipation can take place only at the interface between bricks, a simple linear programming
problem in few variables is obtained. In this way, macroscopic masonry failure surfaces are numerically eval-
uated as a function of the macroscopic bending and torsional moments and out-of-plane shear forces. It is
worth mentioning that the number of possible failure modes of the English bond elementary cell subjected
to a fixed macroscopic action is higher if compared with the running bond case. In particular, internal plastic
dissipation can occur for a variety of relative movements between different adjoining bricks.

In Section 2, the basic assumptions adopted for the identification model are presented with particular
emphasis on the multi-wythes case, whereas in Section 3 the constrained minimization problem used for
obtaining macroscopic failure surfaces is reported.

In Section 4, the micro-mechanical model is applied for some cases of technical interest for the evaluation of
the out-of-plane macroscopic failure surfaces of masonry arranged in English bond texture. The important
role of vertical membrane compressive load is addressed assuming two different constitutive laws for joint
reduced to interfaces. Furthermore, a comparison with running bond failure surfaces is reported. Finally,
in Section 5 two meaningful structural examples consisting of a panel in cylindrical flexion and a masonry slab
simply supported at two edges, clamped at the base and out-of-plane loaded are discussed. A detailed com-
parison in terms of deformed shapes at collapse and failure loads between a 2D FE Reissner–Mindlin limit
analysis approach and a full 3D heterogeneous FE model shows the reliability of the results obtained using
the compatible identification approach proposed.

2. Compatible model for English bond texture

Let an English bond masonry wall be considered with infinitely resistant blocks connected by mortar joints
reduced to interfaces with rigid-plastic behavior (Fig. 1). For the case here analyzed, a symmetry middle plane
along the thickness of the wall can be identified without difficulties. Thus, a plate and shell model with uncou-
pled membrane and flexural actions and referred to masonry middle plane can be developed. According to a
previous work by the authors (Cecchi et al., 2007), in the discrete system the kinematic is described with ref-
erence to a generic couple of blocks. The compatible equivalent model is based on a correspondence between
equivalent class of motions in a 3D discrete blocks system and a plate continuous model.
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Fig. 1. English bond masonry wall with joints reduced to interfaces and representative volume element chosen for the compatible
identification proposed.
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A portion of a P masonry panel (continuous model) with the same dimensions of the REV (discrete block
system model) is considered. This portion is chosen so that its center gc coincides with the center of the REV.
A portion of plate H, with the same edge is considered, so that the x point of H coincides with gc (Figs. 2–4).

In the discrete system, the motion of a generic couple of blocks A and B may be described as a function of
their center velocity wa, wb and their angular velocity Xa, Xb. Let p be the center of the I interface between A
and B. The velocity of the material points x of A and B in contact in a position n 2 I, may be written as:
Fig. 3.
occurs
waðxÞ ¼ waðpÞ þXaðn� pÞ
wbðxÞ ¼ wbðpÞ þXbðn� pÞ

ð1Þ
Jump of the velocity field w(n) between A and B in a point n 2 I that represents the measure of strain velocity
may be written as:
Fig. 2. Procedure of identification between 3D discrete model and 2D plate.

Geometrical description of the model; two adjacent bricks (ga and gb) connected with a mortar interface I where plastic dissipation
.
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Fig. 4. Mortar interfaces definition.
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bwðnÞc ¼ wbðnÞ � waðnÞ ¼ wbðpÞ � waðpÞ þXbðn� pÞ �Xaðn� pÞ ¼ wp þXpðn� pÞ ð2Þ
where wp = wb(p) � wa(p) and Xp = Xb � Xa.
Side by side for the panel, a 2D plate model is introduced independently from the discrete 3D model. The

plate is identified by its middle plane S of normal e3 (Fig. 3).
In a parallel manner, respect to the discrete model, in a plate continuum model the generic motion is

described by the following fields:
wðxÞ
XðxÞ

ð3Þ
where w(x) and X(x) are the velocity vector and angular velocity tensor of the material point x, respectively.
Hence it is possible to assign a correspondence between a class of regular motions in P and H. The velocity

and angular velocity of the center of the brick A and B in the discrete system and velocity and angular velocity
of the center of the REV in the continuum model are equal:
waðxÞ ¼ wðxÞ þ grad wðxÞðga � xÞ
XaðxÞ ¼ XðxÞ þ gradXðxÞðga � xÞ

ð4Þ
and
wbðxÞ ¼ wðxÞ þ grad wðxÞðgb � xÞ
XbðxÞ ¼ XðxÞ þ gradXðxÞðgb � xÞ

ð5Þ
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where ga and gb are the center of the A;B 2 P generic couple of bricks and a first order Taylor approximation
(first order identification) in the velocity and angular velocity is used In the discrete system, the contact forces
between blocks A and B are ta(n) and tb(n) for n 2 I. Equilibrium condition requires that ta(n) = �tb(n). Hence,
�set tb(n) = t (n), the power dissipated at the interface is:
p ¼
Z

I
taðnÞ � waðnÞ þ tbðnÞ � wbðnÞ ¼

Z
I

tðnÞ � ½wbðnÞ � waðnÞ� ¼ tp � wp þXp �
Z

I
skw t� ðn� pÞ ð6Þ
Set tp ¼
R

I tðnÞ and Mp ¼ 2
R

I skw t� ðn� pÞ, Eq. (6) can be written as follows:
pp ¼ tp � wp þ
1

2
Mp �Xp ð7Þ
Let us define the vector tp as tp ¼ �tp þ t3p ¼ t1p t2p 0½ �T þ 0 0 t3p½ �T where �tp denotes the projection on S
of tp and t3p is the component orthogonal to S of tp. Taking into consideration correspondent motion tests,
from Eqs. (4) and (5), Eq. (7) may be written as:
tp � wp ¼ �tp � ðgb � gaÞ � ðgrad �wÞ þ t3pðgb � gaÞ � ðgradw3 þXe3Þ ð8Þ
þ t3p½ðp� gaÞ � ðga � xÞ � ðp� gbÞ � ðgb � xÞ� � ðgradXe3Þ

1

2
Mp �Xp ¼

Z
I
ðtðnÞ � dp � dp � tðnÞÞ � ðgradXÞðgb � gaÞ

¼ 1

2

Z
I
ðd3p�tðnÞ � t3ðnÞ�dpÞ � ðgb � gaÞðgradXe3Þ ð9Þ
where the distance vector dp can be written as dp = n � p. According to the previous notation dp may be
decomposed as dp ¼ �dp � d3p

In the same manner, for the continuum, set N membrane and shear actions and M bending and torsion.The
mechanical power evaluated on S may be written as:
p ¼ N � symðgrad wÞ þ ðNe3 � e3Þ �WþM � symðgradXe3Þ ð10Þ
where grad represents the gradient operator on S. Total internal power dissipated can be evaluated as the sum
of power dissipated by membrane actions, plate shear actions, bending and torsional moments. In particular,
by indicating with an upper line the projection on S, the previous equation becomes:
p ¼ N � symðgrad �wÞ þ T � ðgradw3 þXe3Þ þM � symðgradXe3Þ ð11Þ
In what follows we assume:

– symðgrad �wÞ ¼ _E, where _E is the in-plane membrane strain rate tensor;
– symðgradXe3Þ ¼ _v, where _v is the curvature rate tensor ð _vab ¼ 1=2ðxa;b þ xb;aÞ with a,b = 1,2);
– gradw3 þXe3 ¼ _c ¼ _c13 _c23½ �T, where _c is the shear strain rate vector.

Furthermore, N represents the membrane actions tensor, Ne3 = T represents the shear actions vector and
M represents the bending moments and torsion tensor. It must be noted that the angular velocity tensor X(x)
in the case of a plate model is: xa with the Greek index a = 1,2. In fact, as well known x3 component is equal
to zero in the case of plate model.

At this stage, for a chosen REV and a given class of regular motions, we impose that the mechanical power
dissipated by the contact actions on P and H coincides. Under these assumptions, the membrane and moment
tensors N and M, as well as plate shear vector T(T = Ne3) may be expressed as a function of the vector tp, i.e.
of the measure of the stress in the micro-mechanical model.
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N ¼ 1

2A

X
n

sym�tp � ðgb � gaÞ

T ¼ 1

2A

X
n
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M ¼ 1

2A

X
n
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" #

þ
X

n

Z
I

sym½d3p�tðnÞ � t3ðnÞ�dp� � ðgb � gaÞ�

ð12Þ
where A is the area of the chosen REV and the symbol
P

indicates a summation extended to all the interfaces
to which the chosen REV is in contact. It must be noted that the part of p associated to skw{gradW} and to
skw{grad We3} is not taken into account. In fact, in the adopted plate model these kinematic fields character-
ize neutral (rigid) motions.

The 1/2 coefficient which appears in the above expressions for N, T and M is relative only to the externals
interfaces of the REV – the power dissipated at the interface between two REVs involves both REVs – while in
the case of interfaces internal to the REV the coefficient for N, T and M is 1.
2.1. The multi-wythes masonry case

In this section, the derivation of a plate model for English bond masonry is presented as a simple applica-
tion of the proposed theory. In the follows the procedure adopted by the authors (Cecchi et al., 2007) for the
definition of 3D discrete model is used.

It is worth noting that the procedure followed in this paper is not based on rigorous homogenization the-
ory, but it represents a straightforward approach of identification between 3D discrete model and 2D Reiss-
ner–Mindlin plate. The application of classic homogenization is avoided in order to put at disposal to
practitioners a technically simple kinematically admissible model. The a-priori assumption of a sub-class of
regular motions in the RVE, representing a number of most probable elementary failure mechanisms which
can occur in practice, simplifies the formulation to a great extent, giving the possibility of symbolically handle
the optimization problem at a cell level. From a theoretical point of view, such macroscopic motions have to
be homogeneous. In this way, the model obtained is compatible (but not necessarily equilibrated) and the
introduction of periodic velocity fields, required by rigorous homogenization theory, can be circum-
vented.Therefore, even if the simple model proposed is far to be rigorous, it can be profitably used by prac-
titioners for structural analyses at collapse.

From the above considerations, in fact, the following advantages of the procedure proposed can be under-
lined: (1) its simplicity in terms of formulation; (2) the possibility to implement directly the procedure in a FE
limit analysis code for the evaluation of collapse loads of entire walls; (3) its ability to provide in any case
upper bound approximations of the actual masonry strength domain.

Differently from the simple running bond case, the chosen REV is constituted by four blocks. In
this case, the center of the REV corresponds to origin of the local frame of references, as shown
in Fig. 1.

In order to evaluate expressions (12), 5 internal interfaces (1 in the thickness of the plate I0,0,0, and 4 hor-
izontal interfaces I0,k2,k3, with k1 = k2 = ±1) and 20 external interfaces (8 bed interfaces and 12 head inter-
faces) must be taken into account for the evaluation of the total internal power dissipated, Fig. 4. It must
be remarked that the internal interfaces spend power in the interior of the REV while the external interfaces
spend power for the chosen REV but also in the neighbor REVs (see Fig. 2), hence only 1/2 of its value has to
be taken into account in the total internal power dissipation.

Let gi,j,k be the position of the center of the generic REV in the 3D Euclidean space, b, a and t are brick
length, brick height and brick thickness, respectively. The position of the centers of the four blocks that con-
stitute the REV are:
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g0;0;�1 ¼
0

0

� t
2

0B@
1CA; g0;0;þ1 ¼

0

0
t
2

0B@
1CA; gþ1;0;�1 ¼

0

a
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0

�a
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Due to the regularity of masonry under consideration, a Bi,j,k block interacts with a Biþk1;jþk2;kþk3
block by

means of a Ik1;k2;k3
joint.

In particular, it is worth noting that for INTERNAL INTERFACES:

– if k1 = 0 and k2, k3 = ±1, then Ik1;k2;k3 represents a horizontal interface;
– if k1 = k2 = k3 = 0, then I0,0,0 represents the internal interface along the wall thickness.

On the other hand, for EXTERNAL INTERFACES:

– if k1, k2 = ±1 and k3 = 0 then Ik1;k2;k3 represents a vertical interface when only one block is present in the
panel thickness;

– if k1, k3 = ±1 and k2 = 0then Ik1;k2;k3 represents a vertical interface when two blocks are present in the panel
thickness;

– if k1, k2, k3 = ±1 and, then Ik1;k2
is a horizontal interface when two blocks are present in the panel thickness;

– if k1 = 0, k2 = ±2 and k3 = ±1 then Ik1;k2;k3 represents a vertical interface when only one block is present in
the panel thickness;

For the sake of simplicity, the following interfaces definitions will be used:

(1) INTERNAL INTERFACES:
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� b

2
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2
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2
6 y2 6

a
2

y3 ¼ 0

8><>: ; I0;�1;�1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6
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2

� a
2
¼ y2

�t 6 y3 6 0

;

8><>: I0;�1;þ1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6

t
2

� a
2
¼ y2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>:
I0;þ1;�1 ¼

� t
2
6 y1 6
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2

a
2
¼ y2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ; I0;þ1;þ1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6
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2

a
2
¼ y2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>:
ð13Þ
(2) EXTERNAL INTERFACES:Vertical interfaces when only one brick is present in the panel thickness
Iþ1;þ1;0 ¼
y1 ¼ t

2
a
2
6 y2 6

3a
2

�t 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; Iþ1;�1;0 ¼
y1 ¼ t

2

� 3a
2
6 y2 6 � a

2

�t 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; I�1;þ1;0 ¼
y1 ¼ � t

2
a
2
6 y2 6

3a
2

�t 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ;

I�1;�1;0 ¼
y1 ¼ � t

2

� 3a
2
6 y2 6 � a

2

�t 6 y3 6 t

8><>:
ð14Þ
Vertical interfaces when two bricks are present in the panel thickness
I�1;0;�1 ¼
y1 ¼ � b

2

� a
2
6 y2 6

a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ; I�1;0;þ1 ¼
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2
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8><>:
ð15Þ
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Horizontal interfaces when two bricks are present in the panel thicknesss
Iþ1;þ1;þ1 ¼

t
2
6 y1 6

b
2

y2 ¼ a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; Iþ1;þ1;�1 ¼

t
2
6 y1 6

b
2

y2 ¼ a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ; Iþ1;�1;þ1 ¼

t
2
6 y1 6

b
2

y2 ¼ � a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ;

Iþ1;�1;�1 ¼

t
2
6 y1 6

b
2

y2 ¼ � a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ; I�1;þ1;þ1 ¼
� b

2
6 y1 6 � t

2

y2 ¼ a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; I�1;þ1;�1 ¼
� b

2
6 y1 6 � t

2

y2 ¼ a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ;

I�1;�1;þ1 ¼
� b

2
6 y1 6 � t

2

y2 ¼ � a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; I�1;�1;�1 ¼
� b

2
6 y1 6 � t

2

y2 ¼ � a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>:

ð16Þ
Horizontal interfaces when two bricks are present in the panel thickness
I0;þ2;þ1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6

t
2

y2 ¼ 3a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ; Iþ1;þ2;�1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6

t
2

y2 ¼ 3a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>: ; I0;�2;þ1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6

t
2

y2 ¼ � 3a
2

0 6 y3 6 t

8><>: ;

Iþ1;�2;�1 ¼
� t

2
6 y1 6

t
2

y2 ¼ � 3a
2

�t 6 y3 6 0

8><>:
ð17Þ
As a rule, the jump of velocity between two adjacent blocks may be written as follows:
½wk1;k2 � ¼ Dwk1;k2 þ DXk1;k2ðgiþk1;jþk2 � gi;jÞ ð18Þ

where D represent the difference operator.

According to Cecchi and Sab (2004) and Cecchi and Rizzi (2003), starting from Eqs. (1) (3) and (4) (5), the
identification between 3D discrete model and 2D continuum model has been obtained assuming:
wi;j ¼ wðgi;jÞ
Xi;j

32 ¼ x1ðgi;jÞ
Xi;j

31 ¼ �x2ðgi;jÞ
Xi;j

12 ¼ 0

ð19Þ
It is worth noting that in the Reissner–Mindlin model proposed Xi;j
12 ¼ 0, as shown in Eq. (19).

Fig. 5 shows the effect on the elementary cell of homogeneous in-plane deformations. In this case, the wall
behaves similarly to running bond texture. Such behavior is also confirmed by the results of some experimental
tests conducted by Calvi et al. (1992) on shear panels arranged in English bond, which differ not drastically
with respect to running bond.

Fig. 6a shows the effect on the brickwork of a homogeneous deformation x1,1 5 0 with all the other strain
measures set to zero. It must be noted that English bond behavior is somewhat different with respect to the
running bond one. In this case in fact, both head and bed joints are involved in the dissipation induced by
this deformation, as well as the thickness joint. Fig. 6b shows the effect on the brickwork of a homogeneous
deformation in which x2,2 5 0 and all the other strain measures are set to zero. In this case, it is interesting to
note that the wall behaves exactly in the same way with respect to running bond texture, i.e. only the bed joints
present a relative jump of velocities between adjacent bricks.

Similarly, in Fig. 6c and d the cases x1,2 5 0 and x2,1 5 0 are examined. In the first case, no differences
occur between English and running bond texture (there is torsion only in the bed joints); in fact, as expected,
the behavior is the same along the thickness of the single block case. On the contrary several differences may
be noted in the second case, since torsion is present in the head joints, bending moment acts in the bed joints
and sliding occurs in the thickness joint.



Fig. 5. Elementary in-plane homogeneous deformations applied to the representative volume element. (a) _E11, (b) _E12, (c) _E21, (d) _E22.
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Finally, Fig. 7 refers to the evaluation of the shear constants and shows shear deformation rates. In par-
ticular, Fig. 7a shows the _c13 component, while Fig. 7b the _c23 component.

3. The linear programming problem at a cell level

In this section, a numerical procedure to obtain macroscopic in- and out-of-plane failure surfaces for multi-
wythes masonry is presented. Reissner–Mindlin plate hypotheses with infinitely resistant bricks and joints
reduced to interfaces are assumed. For joints, a perfect plastic behavior obeying an associated flow rule is also
adopted.

The utilization of classical limit analysis theorems allows the combined utilization of simplified or rigorous
homogenization and linear programming. In this framework, Suquet (1983) proved that macroscopic strength
domains for periodic arrangements of heterogeneous materials may be obtained assuming a rigid-plastic
behavior and associated flow rule for the constituent materials, by means of both static and kinematic theo-
rems of limit analysis. Such approaches have been widely applied for the evaluation of both in-plane (de
Buhan and de Felice, 1997; Milani et al., 2006a) and out-of-plane failure surfaces of masonry (Milani
et al., 2006b; Sab, 2003; Cecchi et al., 2007) for running bond textures.

On the contrary, at present and despite the great importance of the problem, there is still a lack of knowl-
edge concerning the derivation of the macroscopic failure surfaces for double-wythes thickness masonry
panels.

Experimental evidences show that basic failure modes for masonry walls with weak mortar are a mixing of
sliding along the joints, direct tensile splitting of the joints and compressive crushing at the interface between



Fig. 6. Elementary homogeneous deformations applied to the representative volume element. (a) x1;1 ¼ _v11. (b) x2;2 ¼ _v22. (c) x2,1. (d)
x1,2.

Fig. 7. Shear deformation rates. (a) _c13 ¼ w3;1 þ x1. (b) _c23 ¼ w3;2 þ x2.
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mortar and bricks. Thus, a Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with tension cut-off ft and a linearized cap in com-
pression (fc,U2), see Fig. 8 and Lourenço and Rots (1997) is adopted. A classic Mohr–Coulomb failure crite-
rion may be obtained as particular case when ft = c/tanU and fc!1.

In the framework of linear programming, a piecewise linear approximation of the failure surface / = /(r)
is adopted for each interface I of area AI, constituted by nlin planes of equation AIT

i r ¼ cI
i 1 6 i 6 nlin, where

r ¼ r33 r13 r23½ �, r33 is the normal stress on the interface and r13 and r23 are tangential stresses along two
assigned perpendicular directions, see Fig. 8. In Fig. 8 n = (n1,n2) represents the position vector of point n in a
suitable local frame of reference laying on the interface plane, with axis n3 orthogonal to the interface plane
and origin p corresponding to the centroid of the interface, Fig. 2.
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Fig. 8. Piecewise linear approximation of the failure criterion adopted for joints. (a) Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with tension cut-off
and linearized compression cap, (b) classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion.
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Due to the linear interpolation of the displacements jump of joints reduced to interfaces (see Eq. (2)), 3 Æ nlin

independent plastic multiplier rates are assumed as optimization variables for each interface.
As already stated in Cecchi et al. (2007), a simple set of three linear equations involving plastic multiplier

rates fields _kI
i ðn1; n2Þ and velocity jump [w(n1,n2)] may be written in each point n ¼ n1 n2½ � 2 I :
½wðn1; n2Þ� ¼
Xnlin

i¼1

_kI
i ðn1; n2Þ

o/
or

ð20Þ
In Eq. (20), we assume that ½wðn1; n2Þ� ¼ Dw33 Dw13 Dw23½ �T is the jump of velocity field (linear in
(n1,n2)) on the Ith interface and Dwij corresponds to the jump along the direction j, whereas _kI

i ðn1; n2Þ is the
ith plastic multiplier rate field (linear in (n1,n2)) of the interface I, associated to the ith linearization plane
of the failure surface.

In order to satisfy Eq. (20) for each point of the interface I, nine equality constraints for each interface have
to be imposed, that corresponds to evaluate (20) in three different and not aligned positions nk ¼ ðnk

1; n
k
2Þ on the

interface I as follows:
½wðnk
1; n

k
2Þ� ¼

Xnlin

i¼1

_kI
i ðn

k
1; n

k
2Þ

o/
or

k ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð21Þ
where _kI
i ðn

k
1; n

k
2Þ is the is ith plastic multiplier rate of the interface I evaluated in correspondence of

nk ¼ ðnk
1; n

k
2Þ.
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Internal power dissipation occurs only on interfaces. For a generic Ith interface, such dissipation is defined
as the product of the interface stress vector for the jump of velocities field, i.e. from Eq. (20):
pI
int ¼

Z
AI
½w�TrdAI ¼

Z
AI

Xnlin

i¼1

_kI
i ðn1; n2Þ

o/
or

� �T

rdAI ¼ 1

3

Xnlin

i¼1

cI
i

X3

k¼1

_kI
i ðn

k
1; n

k
2ÞAI ð22Þ
where cI
i is the right hand side of the ith linearization plane of the interface I failure surface.

External power dissipated can be written as pext ¼ ðRT
0 þ kRT

1 ÞD, where R0 is the vector of permanent loads,
k is the load multiplier, RT

1 is the vector of loads dependent on the load multiplier (i.e. the optimization direc-
tion in the space of macroscopic stresses) and D is the vector of macroscopic kinematic descriptors. D collects
in-plane deformation rates ( _E11

_E12
_E22), out-of-plane deformation rates ð _v11 _v12 _v22Þ and shear deformation

rates ð _c13 _c23Þ, see Figs. 5–7. As the amplitude of the failure mechanism is arbitrary, a further normalization
condition RT

1 D ¼ 1 is usually introduced. Hence, the external power becomes linear in D and k and can be
written as follows pext ¼ RT

0 Dþ k.
Due to the linearity of all the constraints, from Eqs. (18) and (19), a linear relation between D and [w(n1,n2)]

may be written for each interface I as follows:
½wðn1; n2Þ� ¼ GIðn1; n2ÞD ð23Þ
where GI(n1,n2) is a 3 · 10 matrix which depends only on the geometry of the interface under consideration.
From Eqs. (20)–(23), the following constrained minimization problem may be finally obtained:
k ¼ min
x̂¼½D;kI

i ðnkÞ�

PnI

I¼1

pI
int � RT

0 D

RT
1 D ¼ 1

GIðnkÞD ¼ ½wðnkÞ� ¼
Pnlin

i¼1

_kI
i ðn

k
1; n

k
2Þ

o/
or

nk 2 I

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð24Þ
where nI is the total number of interfaces considered and x̂ is the vector of total optimization unknowns.
Problem (24) leads to reproduce the macroscopic combined in- and out-of-plane failure surfaces of

masonry through a kinematic approach.
From a numerical point of view, macroscopic masonry failure surfaces may be obtained solving repeatedly

a suitable linear programming problem derived from (24). In particular, if bU ¼ bUðN 11;N 12;
N 22;M11;M12;M22; T 13; T 23Þ is the macroscopic failure surface in six dimensions for masonry and if
R = (N11, N12, N22, M11, M12, M22, T13, T23) is the vector of macroscopic unknowns ultimate strength of
masonry, a 2D representation of bU with respect to variables Ri and Rj can be obtained when a direction versor
M22

M12

M11

n macroscopic strength domain

T  = T   = N   = N   = N  = 0
13 23 1211 22

Fig. 9. Meaning of nR in the special 3D case R = (M11, M12, M22).
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nR representing a macroscopic direction of the load such that [nR]Tnk = 0 " k 5 i,j is chosen. Under these
hypotheses, the following optimization problem is obtained from (24):
Table
Mecha

Model

U

c

minfkg ¼
PnI

I¼1

pI
int � RT

0 D

nT
RD ¼ 1 nT

Rnk ¼ 0 8 k 6¼ i; j

GIðnkÞD ¼ ½wðnkÞ� ¼
Pnlin

i¼1

_kI
i ðn

k
1; n

k
2Þ o/

or

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð25Þ
where

– k represents the collapse load when a direction nR in the R space (see Fig. 9) is assigned;
– nk is a versor such that Rk = Rnk;
– i and j represent the axes of projection of bU.

4. English bond out-of-plane failure surfaces

In this section, some cases of technical interest are discussed in detail, with the aim of testing both the dif-
ferences in terms of strength domain when passing from a running bond to an English bond texture and the
influence of shear T13 � T23 macroscopic actions on the ultimate moments. Since no literature results are
available for English bond behavior at collapse, only comparisons with running bond textures are
discussed.

In the first example, Section 4.1, the influence of shear T13 � T23 macroscopic actions on the ultimate
masonry horizontal bending, torsional and vertical bending moments (i.e. M11, M12 and M22) is addressed.

Two constitutive laws are utilized and critically compared for mortar joints, consisting of a classic Mohr–
Coulomb (called here Model A) and a linearized Lourenço and Rots (1997) failure criterion (denoted as
Model B). Assuming T13 = T23 = 0, a comparison between running bond and English bond texture is also pro-
vided. Finally, two different vertical membrane loads N22 are applied and some sections M11 �M22 and
M11 �M12 of the macroscopic failure surface are reported varying T13 and T23.

In the second example, the relevant influence of vertical compressive membrane loads on M11, M12 and M22

failure moments is addressed. As already pointed out for running bond textures (Cecchi et al., 2007), there is
an optimal compressive load for which failure moments reach a maximum. Exceeded this optimum point, out-
of-plane strength begins to decrease until membrane compressive failure occurs. Since joints failure is not pos-
sible in compression when a classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion is adopted, this important phenomenon
can be reproduced only using Model B.

4.1. M11 �M12 �M22 failure surface sections for different assigned T13 � T23

Standard Italian UNI bricks of dimensions 5.5 cm · 12 cm · 25 cm (height · thickness · length) and mor-
tar joints reduced to interfaces are considered. For them, both a classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion
(Model A) and a linearized Lourenço–Rots failure criterion (Model B) are assumed and critically compared.
Mechanical properties adopted for Model A and Model B are summarized in Table 1
1
nical properties adopted for the numerical simulations at a cell level (standard Italian UNI bricks)

A Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion Model B linearized Lourenço–Rots failure criterion

27� c (ft = 1.7c) fc

0.132 [N/mm2] 3.5 [N/mm2]

0.132 [N/mm2] U U2

27� 30�
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The goal of the comparison is to evaluate both the influence of texture (English bond versus running bond)
and the role of masonry out-of-plane shear strength T13 � T23 on the macroscopic out-of-plane failure surface,
in presence of different mechanical characteristics for mortar joints.

In Fig. 10a and b, respectively, several sections M11 �M22 and M11 �M12 of the macroscopic failure sur-
face bU are reported for Model A varying T13 from zero to T 13 ¼ T f

13, where T f
13represents masonry failure

when a pure T13 action is applied.
The same comparisons for Model A are illustrated in Fig. 11a and b varying T23 from zero to T 23 ¼ T f

23.
As reported in Fig. 12, such surfaces are rather different with respect to those obtained by Cecchi et al.

(2007) when a running bond texture is considered and T13 = T23 = 0, meaning that texture plays a not negli-
gible role at failure, especially when out-of-plane actions are considered. In particular it must be noted that, in
this case, English bond pure M11 ultimate bending is greater than the corresponding running bond case. This
phenomenon may be justified with the shear strength of the thickness joint in conjunction with the torsional
resistance of horizontal joints.

It is worth noting that authors experienced no technically meaningful differences between Model A and
Model B in absence of vertical membrane compressive load, as a consequence of the fact that out-of-plane
failure is mostly related to tensile cracking. Therefore only Model A results are reported for the sake of
conciseness.

On the contrary, significant differences occur between the models when a vertical membrane compressive
load is applied. In Fig. 13a and b, several sections M11 �M22 and M11 �M12 of the masonry failure strength
domain are reported for Model A varying T13 and assuming N22 = 60 daN/mm.
Fig. 10. Model A failure surface sections for different values of T13. (a) M11 �M22 sections. (b) M11 �M12 sections.



Fig. 11. Model A failure surface sections for different values of T23. (a) M11 �M22 sections. (b) M11 �M12 sections.

Fig. 12. Comparison among English bond texture (thickness 2t), running bond with thickness t and running bond with thickness 2t

M11 �M22 failure surfaces (T13 = T23 = 0).
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Fig. 13. (a) Model A, M11 �M22 failure surfaces at different values of T13. (b) Model A, M11 �M12 failure surfaces at different values of
T13. (c) Model B, M11 �M22 failure surfaces at different values of T13. (d) Model B, M11 �M12 failure surfaces at different values of T13.
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In Fig. 13c and d the same results are reported adopting Model B. As can be noted by comparing the failure
curves, evident differences occur between the models. In particular the greater strength of Model A with
respect to Model B under pure M22 ultimate bending (approximately 6000 da N/mm * mm versus
1000 da N/mm * mm) underlines that a limited compressive strength influences the ultimate out-of-plane resis-
tance in presence of not negligible vertical membrane compressive loads.

The examples discussed underline that masonry macroscopic failure surface results dependent both on the
geometrical and mechanical characteristics assumed for the components and that the proposed model is able
to reproduce different macroscopic strength domains whenever different failure behaviors for the components
are taken into account.

4.2. Influence of the vertical compressive membrane load

The aim of this section is to show the influence of membrane compressive loads (kept constant) on the out-
of-plane masonry failure surface, when an English bond texture is considered.

For the simulations, common Italian UNI bricks of dimensions 5.5 cm · 12 cm · 25 cm (height · thick-
ness · length) are adopted.

As in the previous case, joints are reduced to interfaces adopting for mortar both a classic Mohr–Coulomb
failure surface (Model A) and a frictional-type failure surface with tensile and compressive cut-off (Model B).
Mechanical characteristics adopted for both models are summarized in Table 1.
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In Fig. 14a and b, respectively, several sections M11 �M22 of the masonry failure surface bU are reported for
Model A and Model B, respectively, varying N22.

In a similar way, in Fig. 14c and d the same simulations are reported representing sections M11 �M12.
As it is possible to note, for both models vertical membrane load influences not only the horizontal bending

moment but also the vertical one, as a consequence of the fact that also bed joints contribute to masonry ver-
tical ultimate moment (Fig. 15).

Furthermore, the relevant influence of a vertical compressive membrane load on M11, M12 and M22 failure
moments is worth noting.

A comparison between Fig. 14a and b shows how a classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion is incapable to
reproduce the actual behavior of masonry under combined compressive membrane vertical loads and out-of-
plane actions, whereas the phenomenon is kept by Model B, which assumes a limited compressive strength for
joints.

Obviously, this is due to the fact that a classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion does not provide compres-
sive failure.

Finally, it is stressed that the choice of a failure criterion for joints with frictional behavior combined with a
limited compressive and tensile strength is suitable in order to obtain technically meaningful results in agree-
ment with experimental evidences.
Fig. 14. (a) Model A, M11 �M22 failure surfaces at different values of N22. (b) Model B, M11 �M22 failure surfaces at different values of
N22. (c) Model A, M11 �M12 failure surfaces at different values of N22. (d) Model B, M11 �M12 failure surfaces at different values of N22.
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Fig. 16. English bond masonry wall in cylindrical flexion.
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5. A masonry wall in cylindrical flexion

In this section, a load bearing masonry wall in cylindrical vertical flexion is analyzed with the aim of com-
paring failure mechanisms and limit loads provided by the Reissner–Mindlin model at hand when different
bricks arrangements and different thicknesses are considered.

The masonry wall of Fig. 16 (height · width: 300 cm · 200 cm) subjected to vertical self weight and a hor-
izontal distributed load depending on the load multiplier k is considered. The panel is supposed clamped at the
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base, whereas the restraint at the top is a simple support. No lateral restraints are applied, so that only M22

vertical bending moment, T23 shear and N22 membrane stress act. Two different cases are treated, the first
(Case A) corresponds to a wall built with common Italian bricks of dimensions 5.5 cm · 12 cm · 25 cm
(height · width · length) and arranged in English bond texture, the second (Case B) is a panel constituted
by hollow/cellular concrete blocks of dimensions 20 cm · 25 cm · 50 cm (height · width · length), in which
the voids percentage is neglected for simplicity. Case B is reported with the aim of underlining the importance
of shear actions on thick plates. In both cases, masonry specific weight is assumed equal to 20 kN/m3. For
Case B, three walls with thickness 50 cm and different blocks disposition are investigated: the first (here
denoted as Model A) is a panel arranged in English bond texture, the second (Model B) is a running bond
panel, whereas the third (Model C) is composed by two running bond panels coupled in the thickness, with
internal and external faces lacking in interconnecting devices along the thickness.

The aim of the structural examples presented is a comparison between the results provided by the simplified
kinematic homogenization model proposed and a full 3D analysis in which bricks are assumed infinitely resis-
tant and plastic dissipation can occur in correspondence of mortar joints reduced to interfaces.

5.1. A Reissner–Mindlin kinematic FE limit analysis approach

A 2D Reissner–Mindlin FE kinematic limit analysis model with possible plastic dissipation along the edges
of adjoining elements is used at a structural level, adopting for masonry the upper bound homogenized
strength domain obtained in the previous section.

In particular, we assume that a generic masonry wall is discretized by means of triangular elements. For
each element E, one out-of-plane velocity unknown wE

3i per node i is introduced, Fig. 17. In this way the veloc-
ity field is linear inside each element and plastic dissipation can occur at the interface between adjoining ele-
ments due to the combined action of bending moment, torsion and out-of-plane shear. Differently from a well
known elastic FE discretization, several nodes may share the same coordinate, being each node associated
with only one element. In this way, at each interface between adjacent triangles, possible jumps of velocities
can occur.
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Fig. 17. Triangular element for a kinematic Reissner–Mindlin FE limit analysis. (a) Possible plastic dissipation at the interface due to
bending moment, torsion and shear. (b) Field of velocities interpolation within each element and discontinuity at each interface between
adjacent triangles.
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Despite the fact that also in-plane velocities should be considered in the model, here only out-of-plane
velocities wE

3i are introduced. In this way, a drastic reduction of the total number of optimization unknowns
is obtained. On the other hand, the important role of in-plane vertical compressive loads is taken into account
in an approximate (but technically acceptable) way changing masonry failure surface along the height of the
wall. From a practical point of view, in-plane actions are assumed as a-priori known (i.e. N11 = N12 = 0,
N22 = �c(H � z) 5 0 where c is the specific weight of the wall, z is the height of the interface and H is the
wall height). Therefore, macroscopic masonry failure surfaces projections in the M11 �M22 �M12 � T13 �
T23 space (here denoted as bUðMij; T ijÞ ¼ 0Þ are used. In particular, with the aim of reducing processing time,
five different linearized bUðMij; T ijÞ ¼ 0 (corresponding to different N22 compressive loads) are used for each of
the examples treated in what follows. For each interface, the vertical coordinate (zb) of the interface centroid is
evaluated and, depending on its value, a different bUðMij; T ijÞ ¼ 0 failure surface (corresponding to
N22 = �c(H � zb)) is selected. This procedure can be easily implemented in a FE limit analysis code only
modifying the selection criterion of the interfaces linearized strength domain.

At each interface M and N, both constant bending rotation rates _xnn
N�M and a torsional rotation rates _xnt

N�M

can occur. Furthermore, an out-of-plane jump of velocities [w3] which varies linearly along the interface is also
considered. _xnn

N�M , _xnt
N�M and [w3] can be easily evaluated making use of the following linear relation between

nodal velocities of adjacent elements M and N (see Fig. 17):
_xN ¼ BN wN
3

_xnt
N�M ¼

wM
3j � wM

3i

CI
�

wN
3j � wN

3k

CI

½w3� ¼ ðwM
3j � wN

3jÞ þ
xI

CI
½ðwM

3i � wN
3kÞ � ðwM

3j � wN
3jÞ� xI 2 0 CI½ �

ð26Þ
where:

– wN
3 ¼ wN

3i wN
3j wN

3k

� �T
;

– BN is a 3 · 3 matrix that depends only on the finite element geometry;
– _xN ¼ _xN

i _xN
j _xN

k

� �T
are the side normal rotation rates, linked with _xnn

N�M by means of the linear equa-
tion _xnn

N�M ¼ _xN
i � _xM

i ;
– CI is the interface length.

Power dissipated at each interface between adjacent triangles (pI) may be evaluated following a general
approach recently presented in the technical literature for the limit analysis of plane-strain problems (see
Krabbenhoft et al., 2005) and taking into account that three different elementary interface plastic dissipations
can occur, related, respectively, to shear Tnt, bending moment Mnn and torsion Mnt.

In particular, once that function bUðMij; T ijÞ ¼ 0 is given at an interface, a rotation operator is applied to bU;
afterwards, the simple algebraic procedure adopted in Krabbenhoft et al., 2005 is used to obtain final
Tnt �Mnn �Mnt linearized failure surfaces projections (see Krabbenhoft et al., 2005 for details).

On the other hand, external power dissipated may be written as pext ¼ ðpT
0 þ kpT

1 ÞU, where p0 is the vector
of (equivalent lumped) permanent loads, k is the load multiplier, pT

1 is the vector of (lumped) variable loads
and U is the vector of assembled nodal velocities. As the amplitude of the failure mechanism is arbitrary, a
further normalization condition pT

1 U ¼ 1 is usually introduced. Hence, the external power becomes linear
in w and k, i.e. P ex ¼ pT

0 wþ k.
Hence, after elementary assemblage operations and considering previously discussed constraints, the fol-

lowing optimization problem is obtained at a structural level:
min
PnI

i¼1

pI � pT
0 w

( )

such that
AeqU ¼ Aeq

w ~_xnn
~_xnt ½~w3� _kI ;ass

� �
¼ beq

_kI;ass P 0

(
8>>>>><>>>>>:

ð27Þ
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where:

– U ¼ w ~_xnn
~_xnt ½~w3� _kI;ass

� �
is the vector of global unknowns, which collects the vector of assembled

nodal velocities (w), the vector of assembled bending interface rotation rates (~_xnnÞ, the vector of assembled
torsion interface rotation rates (~_xntÞ, the vector of assembled jumps of velocities on interfaces (½~w3�Þ and the
vector of assembled interface plastic multiplier rates ( _kI;assÞ.

– Aeq is the overall constraints matrix and collects velocity and rotation boundary conditions, Eq. (26) and
constraints for plastic flow in velocity discontinuities.

5.2. Heterogeneous full 3D kinematic FE limit analysis approach

Results obtained by means of the 2D Reissner–Mindlin approach proposed are compared with those
obtained with a heterogeneous model. At this aim, a full 3D kinematic limit analysis program in which plastic
dissipation is allowed only at the interfaces between adjoining parallelepipeds (i.e. on mortar joints reduces to
interfaces), see Fig. 18, is used.

Each 3D element E (parallelepiped) is supposed infinitely resistant, thus 3 velocities unknowns
wE

g ¼ wE
1�g wE

2�g wE
3�g

� �T
and 3 rotation rates XE ¼ XE

1 XE
2 XE

3

� �T
per element are assumed as kinematic

variables, corresponding, respectively, to g centroid velocity and rigid rotation rates around g, Fig. 18.
Since velocities interpolation inside each parallelepiped is linear, jumps of velocities field on interfaces var-

ies linearly. Hence, for each interface, nine unknowns are introduced DuI ¼ Du1 Dv1
1 Dv1

2 Du2 Dv2
1

��
Dv2

2Du3Dv3
1Dv3

2�
TÞ, representing the normal (Dui) and tangential ( Dvi

1 Dvi
2 Þ jumps of velocities (with respect

to the interface frame of reference, suitably chosen with axes 1 and 2 on the interface plane, axis 1 parallel
to the 12 edge and axis 3 perpendicular to the interface plane, Fig. 18) evaluated on nodes i = 1, i = 2 and
i = 3 of the interface. For any pair of nodes on the interface between two adjacent parallelepipeds M � N,
the tangential and normal velocity jumps can be written in terms of the Cartesian nodal velocities of elements
M � N in the following form:
Dvf
1 ¼ r11ðwMp

1 � wNs
1 Þ þ r12ðwMp

2 � wNs
2 Þ þ r13ðwMp

3 � wNs
3 Þ

Dvf
2 ¼ r21ðwMp

1 � wNs
1 Þ þ r22ðwMp

2 � wNs
2 Þ þ r23ðwMp

3 � wNs
3 Þ

Duf ¼ r31ðwMp
1 � wNs

1 Þ þ r32ðwMp
2 � wNs

2 Þ þ r33ðwMp
3 � wNs

3 Þ
ð28Þ
where
2

3w 4
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Fig. 18. 3D limit analysis model with plastic dissipation at the interfaces between adjoining elements (parallelepipeds).
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– the first apex of wi in capital letters identifies the element (M or N), while the second identifies the node
number of the element (p = k,j,q or s = i,j,k);

– f = 1,2,3;
– rij = (Dvi/kDvik)Tej; (Dvi/kDvik) represents the versor of the ith axis of the local frame of reference, whereas

ej indicates the versor of the jth axis of the global frame of reference.

After elementary assemblage operations on (28), it is possible to show that, for each interface, the following
equations can be written:
Aeq
11wMp þ Aeq

12wNs þ Aeq
13DuI ¼ 0 ð29Þ
where wMp and wNs are 6 · 1 vectors that collect centroid velocities and rotation rates of elements M and N,
respectively, and A

eq
11, A

eq
12, A

eq
13 are matrices which depend only on the geometry of the elements M and N.

In order to evaluate power dissipation pI on interfaces, for each interface I a linearization of its strength
domain with N pl

I planes (in the form rnnAI
nn�i þ sntA

I
nt�i þ snrA

I
nr�i ¼ BI

i i ¼ 1; . . . ;Npl
I , see Fig. 18), obtained

following what already reported in Section 3, is provided.
On the other hand, it is worth noting that recent trends in limit analysis have demonstrated that the line-

arization of the strength domain can be circumvented using conic programming (e.g. Makrodimopoulos and
Martin, 2006; Krabbenhoft et al., 2007). This tool is more powerful with respect to LP and could lead to less
expensive processing times for the 3D heterogeneous analyses, which typically required around 2 h to be pro-
cessed on a PC equipped with 512 Mb ram. Nonetheless, here classic interior point LP routines are used for
the sake of simplicity.

Since jump of velocities field varies linearly at each interface, it is necessary to impose plastic flow con-
straints on three vertices n of the rectangular interface:
n ¼ 1; 2; 3

Dun ¼
PNpl

I

i¼1

_kI ;n
i AI

nn�i

Dvn
1 ¼

PNpl
I

i¼1

_kI ;n
i AI

nt�i

Dvn
2 ¼

PNpl
I

i¼1

_kI ;n
i AI

nr�i

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
ð30Þ
where:

– Dun represents the jump of displacements normal to the interface;
– Dvn

1 and Dvn
2 are jumps of displacement along two perpendicular axes on the interface plane;

– _kI;n
i is the plastic multiplier rate of the ith linearization plane of vertex n of the interface I.

Following Eq. (30), within each interface I of area A, the power dissipated is:
pI ¼ A=4
X4

n¼1

XNpl
I

i¼1

_kI;n
i BI

i ð31Þ
where node 4 results linearly dependent with respect to previous nodes.
As already discussed in this section for the 2D limit analysis approach, external power dissipation can be

written in the form pext ¼ pT
0 wþ k, once that a suitable normalization condition is introduced.

Boundary conditions on velocities are imposed in a similar way with respect to classic elastic finite elements,
leading to additional equality constraints on elements velocities.

After some elementary assemblage operations, a simple linear programming problem is obtained (analo-
gous to that reported in Milani et al., 2007), where the objective function consists in the minimization of
the total internal power dissipated:



Fig. 19
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min
PNI

I¼1

pI � pT
0 w

( )

such that

AeqU ¼ beq

pT
1 U ¼ 1

_kI ;ass P 0

8><>:

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð32Þ
where:

– NI is the total number of interfaces in which plastic dissipation occurs;
– U ¼ w DuI ;ass _kI ;ass

� �T
is the vector of global unknowns, which collects the vector of assembled centroid

velocities (wE
g Þ, the vector of assembled parallelepipeds rotations rates (XE

g Þ, the vector of assembled jump
of velocities on interfaces (DuI,ass) and the vector of assembled interface plastic multiplier rates ( _kI;assÞ.

– Aeq (beq) is the overall constraints matrix (right hands vector) and collects velocity boundary conditions,
relations between velocity jumps on interfaces and elements velocities and velocity constraints for plastic
flow in discontinuities.

5.3. Numerical results

For the wall under consideration, in both cases (i.e. Case A and Case B), a Lourenço–Rots failure criterion
(1997) is adopted for mortar joints reduced to interfaces with friction angle U = 27�, cohesion c = 0.15 N/
mm2, mortar tensile strength ft = 0.27 N/mm2, mortar compressive strength fc = 5 N/mm2 and linearized
compressive cap angle U2 = 30�.

For what concerns the kinematic identification approach proposed, a linearization of masonry failure
surface with 100 hyper-planes obtained as illustrated in the previous section is adopted. Furthermore, in
the framework of the compatible identification proposed, a coarse mesh is used for the simulations,
Figs. 19 and 20.

In Fig. 19, a comparison between deformed shapes at collapse obtained by means of the kinematic identi-
fication model proposed and the full 3D heterogeneous approach is presented for the wall built with common
Italian bricks (Case A). As it is possible to note, perfect agreement in terms of both collapse load and failure
Kinematic model Heterogeneous model 

Plastic dissipation

25  0

200 [cm]

300 [cm]

English bond texture, thickness 25 cm. Collapse load:
16.4 kN/m 

. Masonry panel in cylindrical flexion, English bond texture obtained with common Italian bricks of dimensions. (a) Simplified
tic model, deformed shape at collapse. (b) Heterogeneous model, deformed shape at collapse. English bond texture, thickness
Collapse load: 16.4 kN/m.
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Fig. 20. Masonry panel in cylindrical flexion. Deformed shapes at collapse. (a) English bond texture, thickness 50 cm collapse linearly
distributed load 58 kN/m. (b) Running bond texture, thickness 50 cm collapse linearly distributed load 58 kN/m. (c) Double running bond
texture, thickness 50 cm collapse linearly distributed load 32 kN/m.
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mechanism is obtained. On the other hand, it is worth noting, in the failure mechanism, the presence of two
cylindrical hinges, one positioned at the base and one approximately at the centre of the wall, meaning that a
Kirchhoff–Love approach is adequate in this case, due to the limited thickness of the panel.

In order to investigate the importance of shear actions on both deformed shapes at collapse and failure
loads, the same results reported in Fig. 19 for Case A are reported in Fig. 20 for Case B. In particular, in
Fig. 20 from a to c, failure mechanisms and failure loads obtained using both the Reissner–Mindlin model
proposed and the heterogeneous approach are reported for all the bricks arrangements analyzed (i.e. Model
A, Model B and Model C). As one can note, the influence of shear limited strength is particularly evident both
for running bond and English bond textures, which behave exactly in the same way in cylindrical horizontal
flexion.

On the other hand, a different behavior is observed for the double running bond wall, Fig. 20c, which fails
for bending with separate mechanisms of the internal and external walls. In this case, for the 2D simplified
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homogenized approach (Fig. 20c left), two rows of triangular elements along the thickness with possible plas-
tic dissipation for combined bending moment, torsion and out-of-plane shear are utilized, neglecting the pos-
sible presence of shear actions at the interface between external and internal layers.

Finally, for all the arrangements analyzed (Fig. 20), the perfect agreement between heterogeneous and
homogenized results is worth noting, meaning that accurate results can be obtained with the simplified kine-
matic model proposed.
6. A masonry slab arranged in English bond texture

In this section, the capabilities of the compatible model proposed in the present paper are tested at a struc-
tural level on a real 2D example. In particular, an English bond masonry slab out-of-plane loaded and con-
strained at three edges (simple supports on vertical edges and fixed base, Fig. 21) is analyzed by means of a
number of different FE limit analysis models.

The first model (here denoted as Model A) relies in the 3D heterogeneous approach with infinitely resistant
bricks, whereas the second (Model B) is a FE kinematic limit analysis approach based on Reissner–Mindlin
plate hypotheses. Both a kinematic homogeneous (Model B_Hom) and a heterogeneous approach (Model
B_Het) are proposed. Both Model A and Model B have already been presented in the previous sections. A
final Model C is used to validate the results obtained, consisting in a Kirchhoff–Love homogenized approach
(see Milani et al., 2006b for further details), suitable only for thin plates.

In order to test the capabilities of the approaches presented, a masonry wall of dimensions
400 cm · 320 cm · 50 cm (height · width · length) arranged in English bond texture, simply supported at
two edges with the base clamped, Fig. 21, is considered. The wall is assumed built in English bond texture with
cellular concrete blocks of dimensions 50 cm · 20 cm · 25 cm (height · width · length) and specific weight
equal to 20 kN/m3. Here the percentage of voids is neglected for the sake of simplicity. Despite the fact that,
as a rule, load bearing walls thickness t varies from 20 to 40 cm, we assume here t equal to 50 cm with the sole
aim of underlining that a Reissner–Mindlin approach should be used instead of a Kirchhoff–Love one when
thick slabs are considered. The wall is supposed loaded with a distributed out-of-plane pressure until failure.
For joints a Lourenço–Rots failure criterion is adopted, with mechanical properties summarized in Table 2.
Such values represent typical strength values available in the technical literature.

Table 3 shows a comparison among the collapse loads obtained with Model A, Model B_Hom and Model
C_Het, whereas in Fig. 22a comparison between deformed shapes at collapse obtained with all the models is
L

simple
support

H

clamped
edge

Fig. 21. Rectangular panel clamped at the base and simply supported at two edges. Geometry.



Fig. 22. Masonry panel simply supported at three edges. Deformed shapes at collapse (Model A). (a) English bond texture, 3D
heterogeneous approach. (b) English bond texture, heterogeneous 2D (left) and simplified homogeneous kinematic approach (right).

Table 2
Masonry slab constrained at three edges

ft [N/mm2] c U fc [N/mm2] U2

0.15 0.8 ft 30� 5 30�

Mechanical characteristics assumed for mortar joints ft, mortar tension cut-off; c, mortar cohesion; U, mortar friction angle; fc, mortar
compressive strength; U2, shape of the linearized compressive cap.

Table 3
Masonry slab constrained at three edges

English bond texture t = 50 cm, ultimate pressure [kN/m2]

22.12 Full 3D heterogeneous model (Model A)
23.40 Reissner–Mindlin homogeneous kinematic model (Model B_Hom)
26.10 Reissner–Mindlin heterogeneous model (Model B_Het)

English bond bricks disposition. Comparison among failure loads obtained using a full heterogeneous 3D model, a 2D kinematic
homogeneous Reissner–Mindlin FE limit analysis approach and a 2D heterogeneous Reissner–Mindlin FE limit analysis model.
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reported. Here, it is worth mentioning that for Model B_Het we assume, see Milani et al. (2007), 2D Reissner–
Mindlin plate hypotheses with plastic dissipation only on joints reduced to interfaces. Furthermore, vertical
joints disposed along the thickness are not taken into account. Therefore, a collapse load greater than those
obtained with Model A and Model B_Hom is expected, as confirmed by Table 3.

As it is possible to note from a comparison between Table 3 and Fig. 22, the compatible identification
approach (Model B_Hom) gives results in excellent agreement with the full 3D heterogeneous one (Model
A). On the other hand, for both models it is particularly evident the influence of the limited shear strength,
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especially at the base of the wall where out-of-plane tangential actions reach their maximum value. The limited
out-of-plane strength is well reproduced also by Model B_Het, which furnishes a collapse load slightly greater.

For what concerns mesh dependence of the models used, it is worth noting that mesh orientation and size of
triangular elements used in Model B_Hom (Fig. 22b) can play a relatively important role when out-of-plane
models with plastic dissipation only at the interfaces between adjoining elements are adopted. On the other
hand, it has been shown with a number of examples (see Milani et al., 2006b; Lourenço et al., in press) that
quite refined meshes with undistorted elements (i.e. �1/10 of the edge length, as is the case here treated) give
technically acceptable results, with differences on collapse loads obtained with classic elasto-plastic approaches
less than 10%.

In order to evaluate the importance of both bricks texture and panel thickness, a further comparison is
here discussed, consisting in the same panel with the same loads and boundary conditions but with thick-
ness 25 cm and 50 cm, respectively, and arranged in running bond texture. Fig. 23 shows deformed shapes
at collapse for the wall under consideration (thickness 25 cm) obtained with a 3D heterogeneous mesh
(Model A), the heterogeneous Reissner–Mindlin approach (Model B_Het) and the homogeneous kinematic
Reissner–Mindlin model (Model B_Hom). As one can note from Fig. 23c, where Model B_Hom deformed
shape at collapse is shown, a Kirchhoff–Love behavior is obtained when thin plates are considered (i.e.
Model B_Hom coincides with Model C). In Table 4, a synopsis of the failure loads obtained using all
the models discussed (i.e. full 3D heterogeneous limit analysis, 2D heterogeneous and homogeneous kine-
matic Reissner–Mindlin approaches, 2D homogenized Kirchhoff–Love models) is reported. A critical com-
parison among Table 3, Table 4 Fig. 23 and Fig. 23 permits to underlined the following key aspects of the
problem:
Fig. 23. Masonry slab simply supported at three edges, running bond texture with thickness 25 cm. Deformed shapes at collapse and
failure pressure. (a) Full 3D heterogeneous approach (Model A). (b) Reissner–Mindlin 2D heterogeneous approach (Model B_Het). (c)
Kinematic homogeneous 2D Reissner–Mindlin approach (Model B_Hom).



Table 4
Masonry slab constrained at three edges

Running bond texture, ultimate pressure [kN/m2]

Thickness t = 25 cm Model adopted Thickness t = 50 cm

8.01 Heterogeneous 3D model (Model A) 29.91
8.15 Heterogeneous Reissner–Mindlin model (Model B_Het) 30.19
8.12 Kinematic homogeneous Reissner–Mindlin model (Model B_Hom) 29.91
9.69 Homogenized 2D Kirchhoff–Love model (Model C) 38.75

Running bond bricks disposition. Comparison between failure loads obtained using a full heterogeneous 3D model and a number of 2D
Reissner–Mindlin and Kirchhoff–Love FE limit analysis models.
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1. Reissner–Mindlin FE limit analysis models give reliable results if compared with full expensive 3D heter-
ogeneous approaches when thick plates are considered. This is particularly evident from the deformed
shape at collapse, which exhibits out-of-plane sliding of the bricks;

2. The compatible identification proposed in this paper can be applied for multi-wythes masonry panels
arranged in English bond texture. When complex 2D structural problems are treated, kinematic macro-
scopic failure surfaces can be implemented in standard 2D limit analysis codes. Such approach is able to
give satisfactory results if compared with expensive heterogeneous approaches.
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